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In Conflict 1998 anthony feinstein served as a young medical officer in
the south african defence force he was based at oshakati and tsandi in
northen namibia in 1983 in conflict is a diary of his experiences
intimates in Conflict 2013-09-05 first published in 1991 routledge is an
imprint of taylor francis an informa company
Interventions in Conflict 2016-04-08 this book presents reflections of
prominent international peacemakers in the middle east including jimmy
carter lakhdar brahimi jan eliasson alvaro de soto and others it provides
unique insights and lessons learned about diplomacy and international
peace mediation practice based on real life experience
Leadership In Conflict 1990-12-31 the first world war was a conflict in
which personality and character mattered its course and outcome were
decided by determined individuals who had to make momentous decisions in
very trying circumstances as battles raged on land sea and air across
europe africa and asia the generals and politicians tried to steer a
course to victory it was never easy and they often disagreed on the best
strategy yet men s lives depended on the outcome this collection of
authorative essay examines these disagreements portraying the decision
making process on both sides in the great war the personalities involved
are now household names haig foch lloyd george woodrow wilson and the
german kaiser william ii
We Or They 2013-10 this is a new release of the original 1937 edition
Narrative(s) in Conflict 2017 revised and updated fourth edition the
world today rests on increasingly unstable fault lines from the conflict
in ukraine or fresh upheavals in the middle east to the threats posed to
humanity by a global pandemic climate change and natural disasters the
world s danger zones once again draw their battle lines across our
hyperconnected yet fragmented globe join veteran economist journalist
john andrews as he analyses the old enmities and looming collisions that
underlie conflict in the twenty first century region by region discover
the causes contexts participants and likely outcomes of every globally
significant struggle now underway from drug cartels to cyber war this is
the indispensable guide for anyone who wants to understand our perilous
world
The World in Conflict 2016-01-14 focuses on conflict theory from
historical structural legal economic psychological international and
environmental perspectives and considers the validity of rational and
subjective approaches to conflict resolution
New Directions in Conflict Theory 1991-09-26 this book provides a
comprehensive interdisciplinary original and holistic analysis of the
socio psychological dynamics of intractable conflicts daniel bar tal s
analysis rests on the premise that intractable conflicts share certain
socio psychological foundations despite differences in context and other
characteristics he describes a full cycle of intractable conflicts their
outbreak escalation and reconciliation through peace building
Intractable Conflicts 2013-03-18 civil war and reconciliation
international war and reconciliation rethinking rationality in social
theory implications for policy and practice and avenues for further
research
War and Reconciliation 2003 definitely worth reading billy graham colson
s criticisms of the religious right are especially noteworthy colson s
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warnings echo a concern that religious conservatives would be reckless to
ignore richard n ostling religion editor time the timing could hardly be
better for an author with a new book newsweek kingdoms in conflict speaks
with wisdom and guts to the major issues of our day charles r swindoll
kingdoms in conflict is a classic that belongs on every christian s
bookshelf dr james c dobson this was a book waiting for chuck colson to
write as no other evangelical author can colson brings his political
experience thoroughly changed life and lucid writing together at just the
right time moody monthly the arguments church state the correct admixture
between the two are familiar grist for controversial mills but colson
does wonderful theatrical instruction in his book william f buckley jr in
kingdoms in conflict charles w colson masterfully weds the two subjects
he knows best politics and christian faith russell chandler kingdoms in
conflict offers a welcomed new insight into an age old question jack
anderson one cannot be a passive reader of chuck colson s kingdoms in
conflict mark o hatfield
Children in Conflict 1974 what happens when the international community
simultaneously pursues peace and justice in response to ongoing conflicts
what are the effects of interventions by the international criminal court
icc on the wars in which the institution intervenes is holding
perpetrators of mass atrocities accountable a help or hindrance to
conflict resolution this book offers an in depth examination of the
effects of interventions by the icc on peace justice and conflict
processes the peace versus justice debate wherein it is argued that the
icc has either positive or negative effects on peace has spawned in
response to the court s propensity to intervene in conflicts as they
still rage this book is a response to and a critical engagement with this
debate building on theoretical and analytical insights from the fields of
conflict and peace studies conflict resolution and negotiation theory the
book develops a novel analytical framework to study the court s effects
on peace justice and conflict processes this framework is applied to two
cases libya and northern uganda drawing on extensive fieldwork the core
of the book examines the empirical effects of the icc on each case the
book also examines why the icc has the effects that it does delineating
the relationship between the interests of states that refer situations to
the court and the icc s institutional interests arguing that the
negotiation of these interests determines which side of a conflict the
icc targets and thus its effects on peace justice and conflict processes
while the effects of the icc s interventions are ultimately and
inevitably mixed the book makes a unique contribution to the empirical
record on icc interventions and presents a novel and sophisticated means
of studying analyzing and understanding the effects of the court s
interventions in libya northern uganda and beyond
Kingdoms in Conflict 1989-01-27 the contemporary conflict scenarios are
beyond the reach of standardized approaches to conflict resolution given
the curious datum that culture is implicated in nearly every conflict in
the world culture can also be an important aspect of efforts to transform
destructive conflicts into more constructive social processes yet what
culture is and how culture matters in conflict scenarios is contested and
regrettably unexplored the handbook of research on the impact of culture
in conflict prevention and peacebuilding is a critical publication that
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examines cultural differences in conflict resolution based on various
aspects of culture such as morals traditions and laws highlighting a wide
range of topics such as criminal justice politics and technological
development this book is essential for educators social scientists
sociologists political leaders government officials academicians conflict
resolution practitioners world peace organizations researchers and
students
Justice in Conflict 2016-06-24 contemporary feminist advocacy in human
rights international criminal law and peace and security is gripped by
the issue of sexual violence in conflict but it hasn t always been this
way analyzing feminist international legal and political work over the
past three decades karen engle argues that it was not inevitable that
sexual violence in conflict would become such a prominent issue engle
reveals that as feminists from around the world began to pay an enormous
amount of attention to sexual violence in conflict they often did so at
the cost of attention to other issues including the anti militarism of
the women s peace movement critiques of economic maldistribution
imperialism and cultural essentialism by feminists from the global south
and the sex positive positions of many feminists involved in debates
about sex work and pornography the grip of sexual violence in conflict
offers a detailed examination of how these feminist commitments were not
merely deprioritized but undermined by efforts to address the issue of
sexual violence in conflict engle s analysis reinvigorates vital debates
about feminist goals and priorities and spurs readers to question much of
today s common sense about the causes effects and proper responses to
sexual violence in conflict
Handbook of Research on the Impact of Culture in Conflict Prevention and
Peacebuilding 2020-03-20 these are the results of a workshop held at
trinity college dublin in collaboration with the broken narratives
project univ of vienna exploring the interaction between narrative and
conflict it tries to develop a narrative theory of culture
The Grip of Sexual Violence in Conflict 2020-04-07
Narrative(s) in Conflict 2017 this edited volume brings together
alternative and innovative approaches in conflict resolution with
traditional military intervention repeatedly leading to the
transformation of entire regions into zones of instability and violence
afghanistan iraq libya syria the study of alternative and less violent
approaches to conflict resolution has become imperative four approaches
are presented here negotiation religion and gender reconciliation and
forgiveness and the arts this volume contains the insights and
experiences of fourteen internationally renowned scholars and
practitioners from different contexts can forgiveness help heal
relationships in post apartheid south africa how can art assist dealing
with unrememberable events such as the genocide in rwanda what
transformational resources do women offer in contexts of massive human
rights violations the aim here is twofold to provide and encourage
critical reflection of the approaches presented here and to explore
concrete improvements in conflict resolution strategies in its
interdisciplinary and international outlook this work combines the tried
and tested approaches from conflict resolution experts in academia ngos
and civil society making it an invaluable tool for academics and
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practitioners alike
Women Waging War and Peace 2011-08-18 in the context of ongoing or
historical violence people tell stories about what happened who did what
to whom and why yet frequently the speaking of violence reproduces the
social fractures and delegitimizes again those that struggle against
their own marginalization this speaking of violence deepens conflict and
all too often perpetuates cycles of violence alternatively sometimes
people do not speak of the violence and it is erased buried with the
bodies that bear it witness this reduces the capacity of the public to
address issues emerging in the aftermath of violence and repression this
book takes the notion of narrative as foundational to conflict analysis
and resolution distinct from conflict theories that rely on accounts of
attitudes or perceptions in the heads of individuals this narrative
perspective presumes that meaning structured and organized as narrative
processes is the location for both analysis of conflict as well as
intervention but meaning is political in that not all stories can be told
or the way they are told delegitimizes and erases others thus the
critical narrative theory outlined in this book offers a normative
approach to narrative assessment and intervention it provides a way of
evaluating narrative and designing better formed stories better in that
they are generative of sustainable relations creating legitimacy for all
parties in so doing they function aesthetically and ethically to support
the emergence of new histories and new futures indeed critical narrative
theory offers a new lens for enabling people to speak of violence in ways
that undermine the intractability of conflict
Alternative Approaches in Conflict Resolution 2017-10-24 a conflict in
visions stands at the center of major international and national crises
in the middle east africa asia or elsewhere whether in mass killing
genocide or intractable conflict ideology is usually present and plays
important role by ideology political religious economic social or some
other is meant visions of social arrangements and human relations that
provide meaning and hope for a group such ideologies can identify others
as enemies who stand in the way of their fulfillment the present volume
contains essays written by authors from around the world on powerful
vehicles of conflict resolution namely religion psychology education and
training psychotherapy and sports it is our sincere hope that these
essays shed light on the process of peace and reconciliation
Speaking of Violence 2013-05-27 the book brings together analyses of u s
based conflicts with those from many regions of the world international
intra state and local conflicts are explored along with those that have
been violent and non violent
Visions in Conflict 2010 a collection of poems stories plays and essays
illustrating conflicts involving personal values
Overcoming Intractable Conflicts 2019 unlike some other reproductions of
classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as
this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where
there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured
to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the
original artefact although occasionally there may be certain
imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made
available for future generations to enjoy
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Reality in Conflict 1976 as oliver richmond explains there is a level to
peacemaking that operates in the realm of dialogue declarations symbols
and rituals but after all this pomp and circumstance is where the reality
of security development politics economics identity and culture figure in
conflict cooperation and reconciliation are at their most vivid at the
local scale thus local peace operations are crucial to maintaining order
on the ground even in the most violent contexts however as richmond
argues such local capacity to build peace from the inside is generally
left unrecognized and it has been largely ignored in the policy and
scholarly literature on peacebuilding in peace and political order
richmond looks at peace processes as they scale up from local to
transnational efforts to consider how to build a lasting and productive
peace he takes a comparative and expansive look at peace efforts in
conflict situations in countries around the world to consider what local
voices might suggest about the inadequacy of peace processes engineered
at the international level as well he explores how local workers act to
modify or resist peace processes headed by international ngos and to what
degree local actors have enjoyed success in the peace process and how
they have affected the international peace process
The Meaning of the War, Life and Matter in Conflict 2013-06 drawing
material from dozens of divided societies this text constructs a theory
of ethnic conflict relating ethnic affiliations to kinship and intergroup
relations to the fear of domination
Peace Formation and Political Order in Conflict Affected Societies
2016-02-23 this book advances an interdisciplinary understanding of moral
injury by analysing the stories of military veterans of combat and peace
missions
The Meaning of the War 2016-06-23 this volume is based on the
presentations and discussions of a national symposium on couples in
conflict that focused on family issues a common thread throughout is that
constructive conflict and negotiation are beneficial for relationships
together the chapters provide a foundation for thinking about creative
ways in which our society can work to prevent or minimize destructive
couple conflict and to enhance couples abilities to constructively handle
their differences divided into four parts this book addresses the
societal and bioevolutionary underpinnings of couple conflict presents
the interpersonal roots of couple conflict and the consequences for
individuals and couples discusses what effects couple conflict have on
children and how individual differences in children moderate these
effects and outlines the issue of policies and programs that address
couple conflict this book concludes with an essay that pulls these four
themes together and points to new directions for research and program
efforts
Ethnic Groups in Conflict 1985 traces the history of iraq from its
mesopotamian origins to its current political turbulence and its crises
with international relations
Abnormal Behavior 1972 early work in conflict resolution and peace
research focused on why wars broke out why they persisted and why peace
agreements failed to endure later research has focused on what actions
and circumstances have actually averted destructive escalations stopped
the perpetuation of destructive conduct produced a relatively good
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conflict transformation or resulted in an enduring and relatively
equitable relationship among former adversaries this later research which
began in the 1950s recognizes that conflict is inevitable and is often
waged in the name of rectifying injustice additionally it argues that
damages can be minimized and gains maximized for various stakeholders in
waging and settling conflicts this theory which is known as the
constructive conflict approach looks at how conflicts can be waged and
resolved so they are broadly beneficial rather than mutually destructive
in this book louis kriesberg one of the major figures in the school of
constructive conflict looks at major foreign conflict episodes in which
the united states has been involved since the onset of the cold war to
analyze when american involvement in foreign conflicts has been
relatively effective and beneficial and when it has not in doing so he
analyzes whether the us took constructive approaches to conflict and
whether the approach yielded better consequences than more traditional
coercive approaches realizing peace helps readers interested in engaging
or learning about foreign policy to better understand what has happened
in past american involvement in foreign conflicts to think freshly about
better alternatives and to act in support of more constructive strategies
in the future
Moral Injury and Soldiers in Conflict 2023-05 for building sustainable
peace and security the time is always now violence in our world extends
beyond armed conflicts it exists in our social and economic structures
not to mention in our destruction of the environment how can we build
more sustainable development and peace in this innovative ambitious book
dr luc reychler argues that we must drastically change our temporament or
the way we deal with time he surveys the vast temporal landscape and
considers its many dimensions such as how time relates to emotions
religion and conflict and how our time horizons affect the natural world
using examples such as hurricane katrina and regime change in libya
reychler shows how time is misused in conflicts be it the failure to
anticipate a disaster or the manipulation of time to create a false sense
of urgency ultimately he proposes a more adaptive attitude to time so
that we can be proactive rather than reactive in our efforts at
sustainable development and conflict resolution
Couples in Conflict 2001-05-01 previous research proposes that peace is
more likely to become durable if all rebel groups are included in the
settlement reached the argument implies that if actors are excluded and
continue to pursue the military course this could have a destabilizing
effect on the actors that have signed an agreement this article argues
that all inclusive peace deals signed by the government and all rebel
groups are not the panacea for peace that many seem to believe given that
the parties are strategic actors who are forward looking when making
their decisions the signatories should anticipate that the excluded
parties may continue to fight therefore the risk of violent challenges
from outside actors is likely to already be factored into the decision
making calculus when the signatories decide to reach a deal and so does
not affect their commitment to peace implications from this theoretical
argument are tested using unique data on the conflict behavior of the
government and each of the rebel groups in internal armed conflicts
during the post cold war period the results are well in line with the
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theoretical expectations and show that whether an agreement leaves out
some actor does not affect whether the signatories stick to peace the
results demonstrate that even when excluded rebel groups engage in
conflict this does not affect the signatories commitment to peace hence
the findings suggest that partial peace is possible
Iraq 2000-01-01 this unique text challenges the notion that absence of
conflict is the foundation and norm of a stable political environment
combining complexity theory and the notion of signature with case studies
it argues that political processes need to be understood within their
social and cultural contexts it thus develops the idea of enduring
conflict referring to both the enduring nature of political conflict and
the endurance of people in conflict ridden societies looking at countries
involved in conflict transformation such as northern ireland cambodia
indonesia and south africa examining debates around trauma memory and
reconciliation the work shows how conflicts are so socially and
culturally ingrained and protracted that political agreements alone
cannot bring substantive change in addition key texts such as peace
agreements along with interviews of politicians participants and ngos
help identify the conditions under which notions like peace democracy and
conflict resolution can even be conceived let alone implemented this
innovative text is a significant contribution to the literature as it
highlights the limitations of conflict resolution strategies and
identifies the issues that pertain to conflicts throughout global
politics written in an accessible manner it will be highly attractive to
students in conflict processes peace studies and international relations
theory
Realizing Peace 2015-03-30 this volume provides an overall assessment of
ethnic diversity in central europe in historical context and presents a
critical assessment of the conflict in former yugoslavia it advances a
hypothesis on the origins of ethnic conflict proposes an approach to the
prevention and reduction of ethnic conflict in general and in central
europe in particular and forwards concrete policy recommendations for the
region of east and central europe and beyond
In Conflict and Order 1998 examining the social laboratory of the israeli
and palestinian societies to better understand social conflicts and the
construction of diverse and conflicting collective narratives this book
gives readers a window into professor shifra sagy s unique approach to
intergroup conflicts and peace education with a focus on both theory and
practice it describes the model of perceptions of collective narratives
that she developed with her colleagues the contributions here offer
insight into the intergroup conflicts between israelis and palestinians
palestinian muslims and christians jewish national religious and people
of ultra orthodox faith and palestinians living in israel and those
living in the west bank perceptions of collective narratives help
crystallize social identity a sense of community and national coherence
and a culture of conflict often this creates obstacles to peace and
conflict resolution this book instead looks at how we can use these
constructions to promote reconciliation
Time for Peace 2015-10-01 this book examines the evolution impact and
future prospects of the security sector reform ssr model in conflict
affected countries in the context of the wider debate over the liberal
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peace project since its emergence as a concept in the late 1990s ssr has
represented a paradigm shift in security assistance from the realist
regime centric train and equip approach of the cold war to a new liberal
holistic and people centred model the rapid rise of this model however
belied its rather meagre impact on the ground this book critically
examines the concept and its record of achievement over the past two
decades putting it into the broader context of peace building and state
building theory and practice it focuses attention on the most common
celebrated and complex setting for ssr conflict affected environments and
comparatively examines the application and impacts of donor supported ssr
programing in a series of conflict affected countries over the past two
decades including afghanistan sierra leone the democratic republic of
congo east timor and bosnia herzegovina the broader aim of the book is to
better understand how the contemporary ssr model has coalesced over the
past two decades and become mainstreamed in international development and
security policy and practice this provides a solid foundation to
investigate the reasons for the poor performance of the model and to
assess its prospects for the future this book will be of much interest to
students of international security peacebuilding statebuilding
development studies and ir in general
Partial Peace Rebel Groups Inside and Outside Civil War Settlements 2008
Interventions in Conflict 2016
Enduring Conflict 2014-02-13
The Challenge of Ethnic Conflict, Democracy and Self-determination in
Central Europe 2013-10-23
Israeli and Palestinian Collective Narratives in Conflict 2020
Ideologies in Conflict 2001-07-03
Security Sector Reform in Conflict-Affected Countries 2016-11-03
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